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How to Select a
Ribbon Blender
By Christine Banaszek, Charles Ross & Son Co.

W

When it comes to powders and bulk solids, there are
very few that a ribbon blender can’t blend. This versatile and highly scalable mixing device – available
from half a cu ft to over 1000 cu ft – is used extensively across many industries for blending dry powders, granules, pellets, flakes, and other solid forms.
From spice blends, drink mixes, and multivitamins
to cosmetic powders, polymer blends, chemical additives, fertilizers, and ceramic powders, just to name
a few, the range of products that can be batched in a
ribbon blender is wide and varied.
When ingredients are similar in size, shape, or
density, mixing is straightforward and fast. A 1-cu-ft
batch usually takes just two to three minutes to complete, while cycle time for an 18-cu-ft batch would
normally be 8 to 10 minutes. At 100 cu ft, a 20- to
25-minute blend time is quite typical.
The ribbon blender can also “coat” solid particles
with a minor component that is either a very fine
powder or a liquid. In fact, its use extends to general
purpose slurry or paste mixing, preparing solid-liquid
suspensions, as well as vacuum drying. Examples
of wet applications include cake batter, guacamole,
soups, sauces, pet food, pharmaceutical granulations,
joint compounds, and plaster slurries.

How Does a Ribbon Blender Work?
The ribbon blender mixes free-flowing raw materials
within a U-shaped trough. A horizontal agitator consisting of precisely pitched inner and outer helical
ribbons moves materials in a well-balanced axial and

fabrication ensure fast repeatable mixing, easy cleanup, low maintenance, and long service life.
Due to their popularity and many uses, ribbon
blenders today are offered by many vendors big
and small. It’s important to choose a well-equipped
blender suited to your specific application and built
by a trusted manufacturer, because quality and performance vary widely from one OEM to another.
Off-the-shelf models are a great solution to urgent
needs, but it should be noted that customizing the
multi-purpose ribbon blender to meet your own process requirements need not drastically add to the
capital cost and lead time. The key is to define your
objectives in detail so you can confidently select
a blender that is neither under-specified nor overengineered. Here are five questions that need careful
consideration.

Standard Duty vs. Heavy-Duty?
Before approaching vendors to request pricing, make
sure to verify your product’s actual bulk density as
accurately as possible. While batch sizes are always
spelled out in weight, blender models are assigned
volume capacities. The desired batch volume (not
batch weight) thus defines the size of the blender.
Bulk density also determines horsepower and if a
standard or heavy-duty model is required. Most standard blenders can typically handle bulk densities of
about 35 lb/cu ft. Heavier-duty Ribbon Blenders are
available for denser products.
Consider the maximum and minimum batch
quantities that a particular model can accommodate.
Remember that optimal mixing in a ribbon blender
requires a certain amount of product – at least
30-40% of the rated volumetric capacity. Working
with smaller volumes, the blender may fail to
generate adequate contact between the agitator and
the product.

Belt Drive vs. Direct Drive

Figure 1. A typical ribbon blender agitator consisting inner and
outer helical ribbons supported by spokes welded to a solid
steel shaft.

radial flow pattern. High-quality ribbon blenders feature tightly controlled clearances between the trough
surfaces and agitator tips. Good design and expert

Ribbon blenders have traditionally incorporated a
belt drive for power transmission between the motor
and gear reducer. Such a drive system includes flexible belts and a set of pulleys to help produce the desired speed and torque ranges. Some manufacturers
standardize on chain drives instead of belts.
More modern ribbon blenders, on the other hand,
utilize a gearmotor that is essentially a one-piece
motor reducer. The motor’s low-inertia rotor is specifically matched to the characteristics of the gear
unit. This results in a high dynamic capability essential for high start/stop cycles such as mixing op-
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What Is the Best Way to
Add Raw Materials?
Blending procedures start with
the loading of the major component into the trough, followed
by the dry minor ingredient(s),
which should be placed on
the center or split equally and
placed on both sides of the
blender. Unless an automated
feeding system is in place, the
general recommendation is to
perform material additions prior
to starting the ribbon agitator.
This way the operator can completely close the blender covers

and all inlet ports before mixing
commences thus reducing dust
migration and preventing any
loose objects from falling in. In
addition to safety limit switches
which disable the motor if any
of the blender covers are open,
safety grating installed on dedicated charge ports or across the
entire blender offers extra protection and makes it easier for
operators to dump bags of dry
raw material into the blender.
Liquids, on the other hand,
are normally added while the
ribbon agitator is running. The
blender can be supplied with at-

omizing nozzles on a spray bar.
A metering pump may be used
to feed the liquid at a controlled
rate, or the spray bar may be
connected to a pressure vessel. Testing is recommended to
determine the rate of liquid addition as well as agitator speed
so as to minimize cycle time
without flooding the batch or
forming wet clumps of material. Liquids should be sprayed
to the center of the batch, or if
multiple nozzles are used, an
equal number on both left and
right sides is desired for optimal
results.

The Pellbow®, the superior pipe
bend for abrasive material
Figure 2. Direct-drive ribbon blenders, 5
cu ft and 515 cu ft

What Is the Right Discharge
Valve for Your Application?
In a typical ribbon blender,
product is discharged through
an outlet located at the center
of the trough bottom. The discharge valve assembly must
provide a proper seal to prevent
material leakage and maintain
a safe working environment.
Dust-tight knife gate valves
are generally suitable for powders and other dry materials.
Liquid-tight ball valves are appropriate for most vacuum/
pressure requirements and wet
applications. For sensitive products that require minimal “dead
spots” in the trough where
product can collect, a spherical valve or flush plug valve
may be ideal. Consider, too, if
your blender will benefit from
a pneumatically-operated valve
for more precise control of the
discharge process.

It’s important to choose
a well-equipped blender
suited to your specific
application and built by
a trusted manufacturer.

Ductile Iron Pellbow

Try the Pellbow®
and forget about
your wear problems.

Problem:
Abrasion

Solution:
Pellbow®

Wear and failure

No friction – no wear

The advantages:
Wear resistant
Soft material impact –
no grinding action
Works in all directions
100% self-cleaning
Easy installation
Less space compared with
long radius elbows

For more information visit:
www.pelletroncorp.com
or call us: +1.717.293.4008

Bee clean.
Bee efficient.
Bee with us.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CONSULTANTS

Figure 3. Vacuum-rated ribbon blender
equipped with two pneumatic 10-in.
flush plug valves
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erations. Ribbon blenders directly
driven by a gearmotor are generally recommended over belt- or
chain-driven designs because
they require less maintenance
and perform better overall.
Gearmotors work extremely well
with electronic inverters that
provide variable speed, overload
protection, and adjustable starting torques (soft start). Issues
like belt slippage and stretching,
excessive overhung load, and
noise made by chain drives are
all eliminated in a direct drive
ribbon blender.
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What about Controls?

Q:

Do you have a
GRINDING PROBLEM?

A:

PRATER
CLASSIFIER MILL
(CLM Model)
• Final product size 50 mesh to sub-micron size
• Two-stage closed circuit grinding technology
• Inter stage air classification
• Large access door for quick inspection/cleaning
• Uniform particle size with narrow particle distribution
• Long life and simple maintenance
• Available in 10 Bar XP Design
Prater Classifier Mills offer two-stage closed circuit grinding
with interstage air classification all in one convenient unit.
Our Classifier Mills’ unique capabilities are perfect for
materials that can be difficult
to grind, require a finer

Among those in charge of purchasing new mixing equipment,
more than a few routinely decide to skip the controls. The
rationale is that a variable frequency drive (VFD) can easily
be sourced and installed by a
local electrician at presumably
lower cost. After all, the ribbon
blender is a relatively straightforward machine that typically
does not require elaborate controls beyond start, stop and
speed adjustment. That said, it
is useful to consider the benefits of buying the blender with
a pre-wired control panel:
* Main power disconnect
with lockout/tag out will be
provided. OSHA, NEC, and local codes require an energyisolating device that can be
locked out and has a prominent
warning tag to protect employees from unexpected start-up or
release of energy during service
and maintenance.
* A control panel or operation
station provided by the blender
manufacturer will be pre-wired
to all safety limit switches and
include fuse protection for the
motor as well as an emergency
stop button, per OSHA and NFPA
requirements.
* The whole system will be
fully tested and guaranteed by
the blender manufacturer. For
troubleshooting support, you need
only call one company instead of
multiple vendors.
Pre-installed control panels offer great value to companies on a
tight budget and schedule as the
blender will be production-ready
immediately upon set-up. End
users have only one tie-in point
(main power).

Other Items for Consideration

grind or demand
a narrow particle
distribution curve.

Contact us today
to learn more:
1-877-247-5625
Perfectly Matched Performance™

2 Sammons Court, Bolingbrook, IL 60440
1.877.247.5625 • praterindustries.com

When mixing a range of products, manufacturers can take
advantage of the ribbon blender’s
enhanced versatility when supplied with an interchangeable
paddle agitator (to handle fragile
materials) or high-speed chopper
blades (to quickly break apart
large lumps).
Standard models usually come
with a 60- or 80-grit finish on
the interior surfaces which is
sufficient for many applications.
A polish of 150-grit or higher

helps to further reduce material
build-up and promotes easier
cleaning. In most cases, there
is no need to remove the agitator for maintenance. However,
some users do prefer to remove
the ribbons when processing
highly sensitive batches. With
the agitator hoisted out of the
blender, workers have easier
access to it and to the trough
walls. To ensure proper alignment each time the agitator is
replaced, simple customizations
can be made, including match
marks on the shaft flanges.
More elaborate modifications actually allow operators to quickly
raise the agitator without even
disturbing the bearings and
seals.

Figure 4. Ask your vendor about trial/
rental options and test a blender in actual production. This gives you a chance
to refine your mixing strategy and identify custom features essential to your
process. Once you are ready to make
the capital investment, a significant portion of trial/rental fees may be credited
towards the purchase price.

Lantern rings on the packing gland are recommended for
very fine or abrasive powders.
Maintaining a slight positive
pressure of air during the blending cycle keeps particles from
penetrating the stuffing box and
protects the shaft from undue
wear.
Partner with a reputable supplier and don’t shy away from
customization because your next
ribbon blender is a great opportunity to boost productivity and the
bottom line.
Christine Banaszek is application
engineer, Charles Ross & Son Co.,
Hauppauge, NY. Ross manufactures
industrial mixing equipment, blenders, dispersers, and dryers for the
process industries. For more information, visit www.mixers.com.

